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The Snak回 ofThailand and their Husbandry， by Merel J. COX. Krieger Publishing 
Company， P.O. Box 9542， Melbourne，日orida32902・9542，USA， 1991. xxxviii + 526 p.， 

9ぬ.bles，36 line drawings and 164 color photographs. Price US$ 48.50. 

During 11 days泊 Bangkok佃 dvici凶ty1 saw exactly one snake in nat町'e.AI由ough

由egeneral to凶 st，even if interested in snakes， does not continually stumble on血em，

snakes do abound in百 ailand.τ'he514，000 km2 of the Kingdom of百 ailandare home 

to 175 ophidian species and subspecies. In contrast， the similarly sized Kingdom of Spain， 
504， 750 km2， possesses a pal町 13sp回 ies(SCHALL & PlANKA， 1977; BARBADILLO， 1987). 
Thisdi宜erenceis obviously related to climate: Thailand， s住etchingfrom 5.N to 20.N， is 
tropical， whereas Spain， si加atedbetween 36-44・N，is mainly Mediterranean. 

In the numbers of persons studying snakes and of wri出19Son snakes， we see白e

opposite trend.百letwo previous comprehensive works on the snakes of Thailand appeared 
出reedecades ago (TAYLOR， 1965; CHO'百， 1967) although the information on百聞 snakes

has increased since then. So has the need for this information. Two inter-related 
considerations nowadays make it incre田加glyimpo武antto know more about reptiles， 
including snakes， and their biology. 

First， it tr:姐 spires白atreptiles (and amphibians)釘'every important to出efunctio凶ng

of ecosys旬ms. Since， un1ike mammals and birds， they spend little food on heating their 
bodies， they convert into biomass most to the food也eyconsume. Being efficient feeders， 
血eyare abundant in the habitat， provid泊gfood for the higher predators (including man). 

So， knowing the reptilian populations and their biology is a prerequisi飽 tounderstanding 
the ecosystems. Second， the modem interest in preserving the world's biodiversity 
necessitates recog凶tionof the sp民 iesto be protected. 

Cox's book beautifully fills these needs. Addressing amate町 andscientist alike，回

出，ecore of the book Cox frrst expertly explains (pages 3-71)白egeneral biology and 

proper handling and maintenance of百凶 snakes，出 ameans to knowing them. He白en

(pp. 73-408) describes and illustrates血e175 taxa. The systematic arrangement of snakes 
into families etc. has been chaotic for several decades. Cox adopted the recent， 
knowledgable， and relatively widely known proposal of McDoWELL (1987) but he wisely 
left out血eterms“Opis白oglypha"and“Proteroglypha"; these紅 eused by McDowell in 
confusing deviation企om住adition.

百letrea回lentof each species (usually a page or two) includes its scientific， English 
andThain創nes;reference to its color photograph (almost always present); mo中hological
description (including variation); life habits (where known)叩 ddis凶.bution泊百lailand(to 

血eextent known) and the world. A highlight are the detailed descriptions and illus位ations

of血evariations and life of the cobras. 
官邸 bookon snakes opens touchingly叩 d，to me， symbolically， with a dedication (p. 

V) to a victim of man's really satanic enemy-the motor vehicle. An endearing trait of 
the au出orshines through his detailed Acknowledgements (pp. xxi-xxiii) and especially 
白roughhis comment in the Preface，“The reader must be clear白紙白istext is surely not 
the last word on the snakes of Thailand" (p. xviii). 

A great部 setof the book are the various introductory and appendic叫釘 matterswhich 
are not stand紅din snake books: geographical and climatological information (pp. 5-16， 
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427-464); addresses of herpetological 0唱佃izations(pp. 39， 411-426); interrelation with 
man (pp. vii-x， 3-4， 1ι19); conservation (pp. 38-39， 465-466); and explanation of all 
百団 vemacularsnake names， except for three enigmas (pp. 467-499). 

The last-named appendix is especially fascinating. We leam白紙 althoughmost百回

people cannot even recognize the venomous species (p. 16)， an elaborate system ofvemacular 
names has evolved， distinguishing all species and often grouping them泊 p紅'a1lelto曲e
scientific system. Such discemment is typical of people c10sely interacting with nature 
(see also MAYR， 1965:17). The Thai sn北enames refer to conspicuous morphological組 d
sometimes biological traits. It is instructive也attwo species紅'enamed for their similarity 
to repti1es associated with man:“Tokay gecko green snake" for Trimeresurus wagleri 
which of co町田 h邸 verticalslit-pupi1s， and “Malayan house gecko・headedgreen snake" 
for Ahaetulla mycterizans whose pupi1s are indeed elliptical，血oughhorizonta11y so. 

百leuseful Bibliography contains 92 references to books and articles: 81泊 English，
6in百凶， 5 in French and German.百lecomprehensive Index， like the listings of Contents， 

is q凶tedetailed and toge血er出eyare efficient. 
This first edition retains a small number of inconsequential rugosities， most of which 

wi1l presumably be ironed out in a future edition. Thus， although almost a1l of the 
photographs of snakes釘egood enough to aid identification-and some ar芭 impressive--
a few have been positioned upside-down (Plates 1，22，28， 35， 65， 66， 127佃 d139). 

In unison with most herpetologists， Cox， in his otherwise generally knowledgable a"nd 
dependable text， describes snakes as unable to he紅 airbomesound (p. 27). In fact， snakes 
do hear舵 rialsounds at low企equencies，and actua1ly he紅thesebetter血ana cat does 
(WE四 R&VE悶 ON，1960; HAR1L凹E& CAMPB且.L， 1969;WE四 R，1978). However，白e
slowness at which such myth-dispelling information spreads， is demons紅atedby白e
ENCYCLOPAEDIA B町T釧 NICA(1975): in it， under “Serpents" (16:563) snakes紅'edeaf 
even though under “Sound reception" (17:46)血eyhear. The snake charmer， 1由加k，is 
fraudulent not beca，use the cobra is deaf but perhaps because today he is 1位 ;y，whereas his 
predecessors may have仕組ned血esnakes to也emusic (WE聞取， 1973). 

Some may miss in the book an identification key. Presumably the paucity of data on 
the variation of morphological characters hampers出epreparation of a reliable key. Here 
Cox on1y partly helps the reader， because ranges of variation of scutellation are presented 
wi出outsample sizes (a range of ten ven回 Isindicates great v創出lityif derived from a 
sample of five individuals， but small v釘 iabi1ityif derived企'Oma hundred). Anyway，白e
descriptions， photographs， sketches of pholidosis and occasional comp紅 ativetables should 
help identification. 

Insumm紅 y，the book can be highly recommended， not merely for prep紅 e伽.esson白e
shelf but also for reading. Unfortunately， in百 凶landit is hard to obta泊 andexpensive. 
τ'he publisher' s address given above is more recent由加白紙 printedin the book. 
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